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1. RAISINS:
So far, grape production for this season is growing rather fine, no rain and enough irrigation water is
rendering nice crop, sizes, and assuring less problems with quality issues.
In the northern part of Chile (earlier production and varieties), the crop is coming quickly for fresh
exports and the remaining is being transported to drying fields when sugar level has increased.
A new grape variety conversion trend is taking place in Chile these last years, affecting the traditional
varieties (Flame and Thompsons) offer for fresh and thus for dried, this issue is bringing a doubt
whether the remaining volume would be enough to keep fresh and drying industry with a consistent
production, too early to predict as this is happening now.
Golden raisin production has not begun yet, harvest for fresh has started on the north and it´s
expected to start on the central region on the coming weeks and later for raisins (higher sugar content
is required), then the processing for golden would be starting (March), new 2019 crop.
Some industry agents say there is a Golden raisins stock carryover, specially some factories that
were reluctant to accommodate prices according past volume / season period and are waiting the
new 2019 exercise in order to offer them to clients assuring the production is new one, in negotiations
they might be able to reduce prices significantly to push sales, figures are diffuse, however.
The factories that are 100 % on golden business, are much less stocked, if any, and the prices might
be higher as they can assure it comes from new crop (serious offers) and thus with proper shelf life
performance, SO2 content compliance and golden colour according to market demand, have to be
careful about price/ quality comparison, we are strongly advising our clients about this.
Regarding buying price, as the raw material price is still unstable, it´s hard to tell which the starting
point would be and how it would react consequently, anyway, as earliest the contracts come it´s
easier to select best available lots as the stock is bigger.

Other seedless raisins are just coming from drying facilities to processing, so volume is starting to
increase, and orders being sorted out at short.

Check a raisin global summary data chart below, the big picture.

